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✓ US equities were relatively flat week-on-week due to the mixed
sentiment amongst investors. The US Federal pledge of
keeping rates near zero and the improving US factory output in July
supported the market but was offset by the sell-off in tech shares. The
DJIA closed at 27,901.98 (0.85% WoW), while the S&P 500 closed at
3,357.01 (0.48% WoW).

✓ Asian equities inched higher as Chinese data showed signs of
recovery. retail sales grew by 0.5% YoY in August versus -1.1% in
July, while industrial production also grew by 5.6% YoY in
August from 4.8% in July. The MSCI APxJ closed at 567.34 (1.13% WoW).

✓ European equities rose as retail companies posted better-than-
expected results. Inditex shares jumped 8.1% DoD after strong results
while the broader retail sector gained 1.3% DoD. MSCI Europe closed at
122.97 (+0.82% WoW).

US equities were flat while US Treasury yields rose as the Fed maintained its rates. European and Asian equities
both gained amid strong retail performance. Global oil prices recovered as OPEC+ demanded better compliance
among its members whilst retaining production targets.
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✓ US Treasury yields ended the week a bit higher after the US Federal
Reserve pledged to keep rates near zero until 2023. On average, yields rose
1.23 bps with the 10Y closing at 0.6937% (2.79 bps WoW)

✓ German bund yields fell amid coronavirus concerns. The WHO European
Director warned of rising coronavirus cases, with Europe hitting 300,000
cases for the first time this week. German bund yields fell by 0.10 bps, and
the 10Y yield closed at -0.49% (-0.40 bps WoW).

✓ Japanese bond yields closed lower amidst the Bank of (BOJ)
announcement of maintaining its policy rate. The BOJ also saw mild signs
of an economic recovery but still sees a rocky economic outlook. On
average, yields declined by 0.73 bps with the 10Y yield closing at 0.009% (-
1.30 bps WoW).

✓ Key events that transpired during the week:

✓ Both the Bank of England and the Federal Reserve maintained their policy
rates this week, at 0.1% and 0% - 0.25% respectively.

✓ US jobless claims fell to 860,000 from 893,000 the week prior.

✓ Global oil prices recovered week-on-week as OPEC+ demanded its
members to cuts and kept oil output targets. Brent oil
closed at USD 43.15 (8.34% WoW) per barrel, while WTI crude closed at
USD 41.11 (10.13% WoW) per barrel.
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✓ Local fixed income yields closed higher as investors expect upcoming
issuances from the Bureau of the Treasury this week. This is also after the
Federal decision to maintain its dovish stance. On average, yields
rose by 6.05 bps.

✓ Key events that happened during the week:
✓ Data from the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas showed that the

gross international reserves (GIR) rose to another record high of USD98.95
billion in August from USD86.03 billion last year. The increase was driven by
the gains from the central investments overseas.

✓ The latest data from the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas showed that cash
remittances rose to a 7-month high of USD2.78 billion in July. This is 7.8%
higher on a year-on-year basis driven by the increased remittances from
land-based workers with longer employment contracts. However, year-to-
date total remittances still fell by 2.4% YoY to USD18.65 billion.

Sources: BPI, Business World, PDI, Phil Star, Manila Bulletin, Reuters, Briefing, Bloomberg, CNN, Dow Jones, The Wall Street Journal, CNBC

Local equities fell amid negative sentiment due to escalating US-China tensions. Local fixed income yields rose as
investors expected upcoming issuances from the Bureau of the Treasury. The Philippine peso strengthened
following a stronger-than-expected remittances data.
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✓ The Philippine Peso strengthened on the back of the stronger-than-
expected remittances data in July and following the decision of the
Federal Reserve to keep their policy rate near zero. The USD/PHP pair
ended at 48.395 (-0.30%WoW).

✓ The Eurowas flat against the dollar as the Federal Reserve maintained
its policy rate. The EUR/USD pair closed at 1.1840 (-0.05%WoW).

✓ The PSEi fell as investors remained cautious over the escalating
tensions between the US and China. The market also digested the
decision of the Fed to keep its rates low until 2023. The PSEi closed
at 5,908.90 (-0.99% WoW).

✓ Losses were led by Universal Robina Corporation. (PSE ticker:
URC; -7.52% WoW), PLDT Inc. (TEL; -6.87%), and Jollibee Foods
Corporation. (JFC; -3.98%). On the other hand, gains were led by
Metropolitan Bank and Trust Company (MBT; +5.64%), Alliance
Global Group Inc. (AGI; +4.62%), and Manila Electric Company
(MER; +3.19%).

✓ Key events that transpired during the week:
✓ SM Investments Corp. (PSE Ticker: SM) got the approval of the

Securities and Exchange Commission for the shelf-registration of its
Php30 billion bonds program. The company will initially offer fixed-
rate bonds in the aggregate principal amount of Php5 bn, with an
oversubscription option of up to Php5 bn.

✓ Jollibee Foods Corporation (PSE Ticker: JFC) continued to expand
its operations in Europe and North America as it expects growing
demand for its brand overseas. The company recently announced
that it opened new stores in the United Kingdom and the US.
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